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GENERAL 
The United States Army Foreign Science and Technology Center (FSTC) is a separate field 
activity under the operating control of the Director, Development and Engineering 
Directorate, Headquarters, US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command 
(DARCDM). The FSTC general mission is to provide all-source worldwide foreign 
intelligence to meet the requirements of DAR COM, Department of the Army, and 
Department of Defense elements. (Appendix D outlines the complete mission and 
functions.) Since its organization in 1962 the FSTC mission has remained relatively 
unchanged. 
Two subordinatete Table of Distribution and Allowances (TDA) units are under the control 
of the Commander, FSTC: These are: 
• US Army Science and Technology Center-Yokota Air Force 
Base~Japan 
• US Army Scientific and Technical Information Team-Frankfurt, 
Germany. 
One FSTC division, the field Support Division, is located at Aberdeen Proving Ground, 
Maryland. This division was created from resources of the Scientific and Technical 
Information Team-CONUS and the Foreign Technical Intelligence Office, an element of 
the US Army Garrison, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland. 
Since becoming an active uS Army element, FSTC has undergone four major 
reorganizations and has occupied four different buildings (see appendix A for details). These 
four locations, in order of movement, were Building A, Arlington Hall Station, Arlington, 
Virginia; the Munitions Building, Constitution Avenue, Washington, DC; Building T-7 at 
Gravelly Point, Washington, DC; and finally the Federal Office Building, Charlottesville, 
Virginia (see appendix F). 
To provide a better understanding of the basic FSTC mission, which is to produce scientific 
and technical intelligence on foreign ground forces, an explanation of the concepts of 
operations is provided in appendix B and an explanation of tasking procedures is provided in 
appendix C. 
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GHAPTER I - ORGANIZATION, FY 1963 
The increasing emphasis placed On technological research and development since World 
War II, and th~ e.stablishment of the UnitedSt~tes Army M'Iteriel Command brought about 
the reorganization of the Army's technical intelligence resources. 
Prior to 1962 the individual technical services, i.e., Signal, Ordnance, Quartermaster, 
Engineer, Chemical, etc., operated independently, utilizing their own intelligence offices and 
facilities to meet their own special requirements. As a prelude to eventual centralization of 
the Army's technical. intelligence resources, the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence 
(ACSI), Department of the Army (DA),entered into an agreement to centralize the working 
element of the Assistant· Chief of Staff's Technical Intelligence Division and most of the 
technical services intelligence offices. The new offices were located at Arlington Hall 
Station. This action was taken during the last part of the 1950s and proved· to be most 
beneficial when the actual merger of these resources took place a few years later. 
. . 
In the post Sputnik years, during the planning stages of the general Army reorganization, 
the question arose as to where administratively the Army's techriicalintelligence resOUrces 
belonged~llnder ACSI, DA, under the newly organized. Defense Illtelligence Agency, ot in 
the propos~d Army Materiel Comm~nd (AMq. The decision to place the Army's scientific 
. and technical intelligence. resources under the Army Materiel Command was based on the 
need for intelligence On foreign research and development· activities, to· prevent 
technological surprise. (The Air Force Materiel Command and its subordinate Foreign 
Technology Division and the Army's recently reorganized missile development activities 
served as models for this new organization.) 
During the planning stages of the Army reorganization, ACSI supervised an ad hoc 
committee charged with developing a centralized technical intelligence agency. They 
·selected the name Foreign Science and Technology Center and began organizing functional 
elements along the lines of the original technical intelligence offices. Thus, the Combat 
. Materiel Division was created from the former Ordnance Intelligence Office; the 
Communications and Electronics Division from the Signal Intelligence Office; the Atomic, 
Biological, Chemical Division from the Chemical Intelligence Office; and the General 
Equipment and Transport Division from the Engineer and Quartermaster Intelligence 
Offices. For the most part, ACSI, DA, personnel went into the Weapon Systems Office, 
Basic Sciences Office, and the Missile and Space Division. Support and administrative 
personnel were placed in the Support Division. (See figllfe 1). 
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On 1 August1962 the Foreign Science and Technology Center was established as a Class II 
activity under the command jurisdiction of Headquarters, . United' States Army' Materiel 
·Command. The authority was General Order No. 57, Headquarters, Department of the" 
Army, dated 27 September 1962, and General Order No. la, "Headquarters, US Army 
Materiel Command, dated 17 August 1962. 
The Foreign Science and Technology Center began operation with "hardware" oriented 
personnel from the technical services, where emphasis had been on weapon characteristics. 
Colonel Harrison Hardin was appointed the Commanding Officer and ·the unit remainedat 
. Arlington Hall Station. Colonel Hardin began melding FSTC intO a single. cohesive unit, 
uniting the library and support services, developing a management system to resolve 
jurisdictional responsibilities, and developing standard operating procedures. 
As with any newly formed organization, the Foreign. Science and Technology Center 
experienced its share of problems. during the early stages o([1;'pperation. The orderly 
development of the Center wa~ deIayed by personnel cuts, hiring freezes, and conflicts'over 
jurisdictional respon~ibilities. The lack of full-time civilian personnel specialists delayed the 
recruitment process, forcing FSTCto operate ~tabout 75% oCthe j6J Civilians authorized. 
At the end of the fis~al ye;'" a total ofSl "hardcover" studies had been produc~d,and 
FSTC was notified, tha.t they would be relocated to the MUl1iti"l1s Building on Constitution 
Avenue, Washington, DC.·· '.'
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CHAPTER II - FY 1964 and FY 1965 
FSTC moved to the Munitions Building. Production tasking procedures changed, a new 
commanding officer was appointed, and the personnel problems continued. 
Following the notice that FSTC would be relocated to the Munitions Building, many 
personnel started looking for other employment, adding to the already critical problems of 
recruiting and retaining personneL The move also created security problems not present at 
Arlington Hall. Controlled access to the Munitions Building was maintained only during 
non-duty hours, thus internal security procedures had to be changed. A movement 
committee was established under the direction of the Support Division Chief, 
Dr. Bernard Lieb, and planning for the move began. Although no records from the move 
were retained, it is known that only a minor disruption in production occurred. The move 
was made during off-duty hours, and personnel reported to the Munitions Building on the 
morningafter their move was scheduled. However, considerable difficulty was encountered 
in moving some of the heavier equipment into the building. The assigned floor space was 
inadequate from both a working and a security aspect. 
On 1 September 1964 Colonel Hardin retired from the service. His replacement was 
. Colonel Francis C. Fitzpatrick, who assumed command of the Foreign Science and 
Technology Center on 12 October 1964. 
During FY 64, 59 "hardcover" studies were produced and 353 "unscheduled, quick 
reaction" requirements were answered. This represented about 65% of the scheduled 
production requirements. A backlog in the support area continued due to personnel 
shortages. In FY 65 only 51 "hardcover" studies were published while 54B "unscheduled, 
quick reaction" tasks were completed. 
During these:years it became apparent that the original organization required some revision, 
particularly in the support area. Several plans were drawn up and the matter was discussed 
with AMC Headquarters. 
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CHAPTER III - FY 1966 and FY 1967 
During FY 66 and FY 67 the Foreign Science and Technology Center underwent a major 
reorganization. Production of "hardcover" studies showed a sharp increase, but staffing 
problems continued to plague the Center. A new Commanding Officer assumed cOmmand of 
the Center, and the FSTC responsibilities and missions took on greater dimensions. 
A continuous backlog of work in the support area caused most of the production delays 
experienced by the Center during this period. To alleviate this backlog a new Table of 
Distribution and Allowances (TDA) was prepared (see appendix A); three directorates were 
established and the former support division was reorganized. Staff offices were established 
to provide needed support and new branches were added to accommodate new tasking 
requirements being levied by DIA. Some of the changes were implemented immediately and 
others were phased in as personnel became available. The Center was authorized its own 
Civilian Personnel Office which became operational on 1 July 1967. The plans and 
Operations Office was established on 1 August 1967. 
The production of "hardcover" studies directed by DIA increased from 51 in FY 65 to 82 
in Fy.66. This trend continued inFY 67, when 95 studies were produced. Unscheduled, 
. quick reaction requiniments increased from 384 in FY 66 to 466 in FY 67. This relatively 
low number of unscheduled requirements allowed analysts to devote the major portion of 
their time to. programmed. production. During this period, about two-thirds of all 
unscheduled requirements were levied on the Combat Materiel Division to supply 
infdrmation on equipment being used by the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese. 
On 30 March 1967 Colonel Fitzpatrick ended his tour with FSTC and was replaced by the 
Executive Officer, Colonel Gilbert M. Payne, who served as the Commanding Officer until 
30 November 1967. On 1 December 1967 Colonel Garth Stevens assumed command. 
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CHAPTER IV - FY 1968 and FY 1969 
As the new Commanding Officer, Colonel Stevens began a vigorous campaign to publicize 
the Foreign Science and Technology Center's capabilities to support the Army's research 
and development activities. Recruitment efforts by the newly organized Civilian .Personnel 
Office were most successful, and a sizeable increase in unscheduled, quick reaction 
requirements was experienced. 
Shortly after assuming command, Colonel Stevens personally visited many installations 
throughout the country publicizing FSTC. In addition, a more comprehensive briefing 
program was developed and briefings were presented at all levels of the Defense Department. 
One FSTC analyst, Mr. Harold Johnson, appeared on the CBS Evening News in the spring of 
1968 and presented a demonstration of the weaponry then in use in Viet Nam. A new 
biweekly publication, the "Scientific and Technical Intelligence Summary," started in 
January 1968 was disseminated throughout AMC, and to various members of the 
intelligence community. The success of ·these various actions was noted by the sharp 
. upswing of unscheduled, quick reaction requirements, which increased from 466 in FY 67 
to 928 in FY 68 and to 1725 in FY 69. This increase had a direct effect on the publication 
of programmed studies, which dropped from 95 in FY 67 to 80 inFY 68 and to 72 in 
FY.69. 
After becoming fully staffed, the Civilian Personnel Office launched" an extensive 
recruitment campaign the Success of which is evidenced by the increase in personnel during 
the first 6 months of 1968. On30 June 1968,354 civilian employees were on the rolls, an 
increase of 73 over the 30 June 1967 figure. In addition, a spectacular reduction was noted 
in the civilian turnover rate. Because of the personnel problems FSTC had experienced since 
being organized, the agency was excused from the hiring freeze irnposedduring the summer 
of 1968. 
No major reorganization took place during these two years. TOAs were prepared and 
submitted primarily to adjust to authorized strengths (see appendix A). 
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CHAPTER V - FY 1970 and FY 1971 
FY 1970 started with the rumor thanhe Foreign Sdenceand Technology Center was going 
·to be relocated outside the Metropolitan· DC area.This soon proved to be fact-not 
fiction-and the personnel situation· became most unstable. Prograrnmed production 
. dropped to an all time low,·whil" unscheduled, quick reaction requests reached an all time 
high. 
On 13 March 1970 FSTC was informed by GSA that the Office of Management and Budget 
had directed that the Center be relocated to the Federal Office Building in 
Charlottesville ,Virginia, 120 miles south of Washington. This. move was to be completed by 
October 1970. Although no mention was made in the initial notification, FSTC wasdirected 
to make an interim move to Buildmg T-7, Gravelly Point, starting 13 April 1970. 
The estimated minimum increas~d costs for the move to Building T -7 were $389,000 in 
direct costs and S376,000in indirect costs. The move to Building T-7 was expected to have 
a major impact on production. The disruption of the move would reduce operating 
efficiency, and many sUPP"ft activities .would have to be suspended because it would be too 
. expensive to establish them ona temporary basis. The FSTC Production plan called for the· 
completion of 154 studies and contributions, 920E which would requiIe a data search 
during the May-August period. The inevitable reduction in the library'S efficiency during 
this period was expected to produce a critical production lag. Despite his urgent plea, 
however, Colonel Stevens was not able to prevent the interim move. 
A preliminary moving schedule wits established and the main part of the move was 
conducted during the third week of April. Space. for some personnel and equipment was 
obtained in Charlottesville, and speci~ equipnientthat could not be used in Building T-7 
was stored elsewhere in. the DCarea.Th" mOve was completed on 24 April, 4 days ahead of 
schedule. The transition was accomplished with a minimum of delay and confusion, due 
primarily to the meticulously planned moving operation and the willing cooperation· of all 
personnel involved. 
Sevetalanticipated problems surfaCed is a . result of th~interim move. With few exceptions 
the entire clerical workforce was actively engaged in seeking employment elsewhere. 
Personnel transfers and resignations caused severe clerical shortages in all elements of the 
Center, with the resultant production lag. The assigned space Was inadequate for FSTC 
operations ¥-nd ,the loss of a full-tim~ library capability caused slippages in· milestone 
production dates. 
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Planning far the mave to' Charlottesville was initiated immediately after clasing inBuilding 
T"7. The experience so. recently gained proved valuable in the preparation of timetables and 
maving plans. The persannel turbulence was a, majar abstacle' to. a;ercame; hawever, 
Charlattesville proved a gaad saurce for replenishing the almost non-existent clerical force. 
The DHEW agency maving from Charlattesville left many clerical employees who. did not 
move. During May, FSTC supervisors were sent to. Charlottesville to. select eligible 
emplayees; and eight emplayees hired in Charlattesville agreed to. wark in the Washington 
area until FSTC moved. For the mast part, the 75 emplayees hired by FSTC had been in 
higher grades than FSTC was able to offer. The DHEW personnel were highly capable and 
well trained, althaugh nat familiar with Army clerical procedures. Acourse af instrucfion 'in' 
Army clerical procedures was canducted priar to. the mave, and the persannel reparted to. 
their new assignments with a better understanding af Army procedures. During .. the 4th 
quarter af the fIscal year the trade-off in the clerical warkfarce (104%) proved to beamajor 
asset when the capabilities af these new personnel were tested during a crash program to 
complete the PY 71 Productian Schedule. ' , 
AMCHeadquarters provided assistance, to. the Civilian Persannel omce in handling 
resignations, mQvem~nt ord~rs7 recr~itrrient actions, etc. Personnel making :the 'riib~e'\vith 
FSTC began taking TOY trips to Charlattesville, Virginia, to look for housing, and,the 
_ m()vel11entcommitte~ spent many haurs fmalizing the plans for the move. ' , 
The actual move to Charlattesville cammenced in mid-August. The Foreigu'Sci';nce arid 
TechnalogyCenter officially apened at Charlottesville at 0001 hours, 24 August 1970. The 
move was made ar()und tbe cIack,and very f~w unexpected disruptiansaccurred, reflecting' 
great credit on the movement camq>ittee. FSTC cantinued to. operate through aut tliem()ve 
althaugh at obviausly reduced prad\ictivity. As the .result af the mave, the Foreig~~dence 
and Technolagy Center's Approved Operating Budget was raised from$6,s'39;OOO 'tQ 
$8,117,683-an overall increase of $1,278,683 for the fIscal ycar. 
", .' - "" .'
Far the first time the Fareign Science and Technology Center was required to.' assume 
respansibility for hausekeeping tasks heretafore assumed by other agencies in ,the 
Washingtan, DC area., The Admi~istrative Services Office was rearganiiedto'hiiridle' 
expansive supplyr~~ronsibility, travel requirements, and other administrative matters.Alsa, 
a Community ReIationsOfHcerwasap[1ointed. ' , , " 
Far the most part' the 202 employees who ~Iected t() move t()thariottesville found the 
environment a welcome change from the Washington, DC area. The Federal Omce Building"'" 
was a fIrst class facility located in downtown Charlattesville. Parking, a major prablem'in 
DC, was plentiful and the view of the hills surrounding the building was superb, Warking 
conditions had 'improved lO-fold over the Munitions Building and Building T-7. Security 
again met all standards (see appendix F). 
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During the ensuing period of adjustment, Colonel Stevens announced two primary 
objectives for the Center. First, recruitment of personnel would be aimed at quality rather 
shan quantity. Existing professional vacancies created by the move would be fIlled by the 
best qualified personnel. Secondly the Center would undergo a major reorganization to 
provide a greater capability for responding to the systems approach to moder;" military 
weaponry. This reorganization would place all production divisions under a single 
directorate, with some shifting of functions, and split the Research and Documentation 
Division into two divisions. A concept plan was. submitted to AMC Headquarters for 
approval in September 1971. After a considerable delay, approval was received and FSTC 
proceeded to develop an MTDA. The TDA was submitted in February 1971 and approved 
by AMC Headquarters in April 1971 (see appendix A). 
By early 1971 it became apparent that the disruption caused by the two moves in 1970 
created a serious lag in production. Colonel Stevens initiated a maximum effort program, 
authorizing temporary shifting of personnel and the use of overtime in an effort tocamplete 
the FY 71 production program as scheduled. By 30 June 1971, 99% of the scheduled 
products had either been disseminated or were at the printer. FSTC had published 90 
"hardcover" studies-of 204 scheduled products. InFY 70 only 50 "hardcover" studies 
were published but a whopping total of 3804 "unscheduled, quick reaction" tasks were 
received. In FY 71, 2534 unscheduled quick reaction tasks were published. 
In May 1971 FSTC underwent a manpower management survey of the new organization. 
While the organization was not changed, some spaces were lost. At the close of FY 71 the 
Foreign Science and Technology Center had an authorized civilian employee strength of 
437. 
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CHAPTER VI - FY 1972 and FY 1973 
An FSTC employee received a Research and Development A~ard, A new commander was 
appointed. The Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI).facility was fmally established 
in Charlot.tesville. Extensive orientations were, provided throughout AMC to explain how 
FSTC can provide scientific and technical intelligence support to assist in R&D programs: 
DOD Central Information Reference and Control (CIRC) systems were implemented, 
Authority to establish an Army field printing plant was received, and a new division was 
established at Aberdeen Proving Ground. 
An FStC employee, Mr. Charles G, Huie, was presented a Certificate of Achievement Award 
in recognition of the Research and DevelopmentcAward received for technical achievement 
that led to the development 6f the US Armyribbcin bridge. From his work Mr. Huie gleaned 
. that the Soviets had developed a new tactical floating bridge that could be erected ata speed 
ten times faster than the US Army could erect their tactical bridge, thus giving the Soviets a 
decided edge in gap crossing capabilities. Through Mr. Huie's efforts in assembling, 
evaluating, and presenting the various pieces of inteIligencedata, the US Army was able to 
. produce _~ similar bridge by. reverse engineering. This effort saved between. $50 and 
lOSS million US R&D funds. Mr. Huie was the fir~t 'al1alyst in the entire Intelligence 
Community to receive this award. 
On 1 July 1972 Colonel Robert A.}. Dyer replaced colonel Garth Stevens as the .. 
Commander of FSTC. Colonel.Dyer had been involved with the FSTC operation in his 
capacity ;IS Chief, Foreign Science,\n<iTechnology Office, RD&E Directorate, 
Headquarters, AMC. . . .. 
The majo~ problem that had plagued FSTC since its move to Charlottesville in August 1970 
was the lack of an adequate Sensiti~e C<>mpartmented Information (SCI) facility. Interim 
arrangeme!lts c.onsistedof a very small secure area which allowed the transport of SCI 
material. fr()!)1 \\iashington, DC, t:vice a week. Although this illowed ~ome screenin,g of SCI 
. material, it was still necessary to send .analysts to W~shington,DC, to screen and review the 
. remaining SCI materia!. After considerab.le delay a contract was finilly negotiated to secure 
the basement and thefITst and second floorsof thphree story building called the annex. On 
S February 1973 this facility was accepted as an SCI facility and the facility opened. The 
ELINT and Special Intelligence Branches were moved from the Washington, DC area and 
-after almost two and one-half years all resources originally destined to be stationed at 
Charlottesville ",(ere together. . 
1S 
plans were finalized to conduct a series of orientations designed to explain how FSTC could 
support},he R&D eff~rt ~th scien tificand techi-dcal intelligence. These orientations were 
presented to aU major AMC R&D facilities by theDeputyDirector, qr. John A. Ord, a 
member of AMC Headquarters, and selected FSTCanalysts.with spedal knowledge 
applicable to the facilitybeing oriented. ". 
The FY 72 and FY 73 production record was the best in history, For .the first time 100% of 
the production goal was achieved for both years. Scheduled production increased from 204 
products in FY 71 to 297 in FY 72 and to 310 in FY 73.Unscheduled, quick reaction tasks 
increasedfrom 2534 in FY 71 to 2761 in FY 72 and .291.8 inFY73. Briefings stayed 
relatively ,~onstant with 443 in FY 71, 447 Ul FY 72 and . 480 U;FY73. The number of 
visitors to FSTC decreased from 200 in FY 71, to 190 in FY 72, and 180inFY 73. . 
. .' ' .' - ,. - , ", . . ' .. 
There was a~ajor shift in FSTC informationservices. Priri,ary~mphasis was placed on .the. 
roD CIRC system operated by the USAir For~eForeignTe~hnology Division, Air Force 
Systems Command, a sister ag~ncy of FSTC. All qualifiedraw .an~fmisJ.>,e:d ArfllysGientific 
and technical intelligence documents are put into the system:by I;ST:C, who also provides 
current awareness and retrospective subject searches. This systen:i:dissen,inatei, stores,and 
retrieves scientific and technical information. '. '.' . 
In FY 72, the Fi~idS~pportDivisTo;;;",asf~rmed. Resourcesir~Ii1the <;;ONl}S SGientific 
and Technical Inf9rma:tionTeam.and the forrrier ForeiiplTeclinical1ntellige':l2e Office, 
Aberdeen Proving .Ground(Garrison), were utilized to man this division, which Was charged 
with the handling, storage, and disposition of DARCOM forei~ materiel.' . , 
The auihori~edstrengthwas reduced by five officeraildflveciVliianspaces in FY72; 
however, a ga,in of21. civiliail spaces occurred in F'Y iiln'FY72,:the:q'ualityof the 
workforc~, was. upgraded. by the. addition of' 12'University'oCVitgii'lia,professors and." 
. associate professors who were hired as consultants to assist iniese,arching Iilghlyspeeialized 
scientific and techniCal areas not covered by onboardafi·".lysts.:'" . " . 
. ; .:'.1-.> 
A June 1973 mhpo~ersurvey verified 
civilian ~pai;es: . '. .'. ' . . 
16 
CHAPTER VII- FY 1974 and FY 1975 
An influx of visitors; the Middle East Wat, ind requests for S&TI briefmgs highlighted this 
period. The onboatd and IDA average grade was reduced to· 9 .. 20. Travel restrictions 
curt.ailed external briefmgsconsiderably, and an Army field printing plant established. 
The number of briefmgs presented increased from 480 in FY 73 to 950 in FY 74, and a 
program was statted to microfiche all approved briefings to satisfy the many requests that 
could not be honored by personal briefmgs. This program became .viable in FY 75 when 
severe limitations were placed on travel funds. Only 275 briefings were presented during this 
ftscal yeat, these mostly in the Washington, DC and surrounding area. 
The number of visitors to F$TC increased from 180 in FY 73 to 360 inFY74 and.508 in 
FY 75. This increase was directly attributable to the Middle East War. The Field Support 
DiVision, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, received 1898 visitors inFY 74 and 817 in FY 75. 
These visits·were in groups of from 3 to 20 to view equipment. . 
The publication ot scheduled products dropped from 310 in FY 73 to 213 in FY 74 and 
increased to 255 in FY 75. Unscheduled, quick reaction tasks increased from 2918 in FY 73 
to 3037 in FY 74 and decreased to 2893 in FY 75. Despite the increase in requests for 
brieftngs and the increase in the number of visitors to FSTC, the completion record for 
scheduled production was 99% for both fiscal yeats. 
In July 1974 FSTC was directed to reduce the TDA av~.rage grade to the onboard goal of 
9.20. To accomplish this, it was necessary to reorganize some of the divisions in the 
Intelligence Production· Directorate from three to two branches. In addition, it was 
necessary to downgrade many GS-12 and GS-ll analytical positions to the GS'{)9 and GS-07 
levels to meet the average grade conditions established by AMC. This degradation of 
analytical grades; which forced many below the journeyman level of GS-11, did not iniprove 
t\Ie quality of the workforce. B.y December 1974 FSTC had i-educed the TDAand onboard 
average grade to the 9.20 goal. 
An influx of Arabic documents to ·be translated created a decided increase in the workload 
of the translators. Three Arabic translators were hired on an overhirebasistoaugment the 
translator staff. At the end of this period an estimated 2 t03 more years will be required to 
eliminate the backlog. 
In March 1974' the first edition of the FSTC Library Index of Publications (FLIP) Vol I, 
Studies, was published. In 1975 this volume was republished along with FLIP Vol II, 
Exploitation Reports. 
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In May 1974 the Defense Documentation Center (DOC) On-Line Terminal was installed in 
the library. This secure system provides accessto some 1,000,000 technical reports covering. 
compieted research and development, the work unit me for on-going r,esearch pr0jects, and 
the program planning ftle. Most of the translations produced by FSTC and the us Air Force 
Foreign Technology Division are input to DOC and are available through the on-line system. 
In December 1974 a project was started to enter all bibliographical data into the computer 
and produce computer indexes, rather than producing 4x6 catalog cards on the MTST. By 
May 1975 programming and data entry had progressed to the point that production of 4x6 
catalog cards ceased and the Library began receiving computer-produced indexes by key 
word, author, personality, facility, document, and accession number. 
In March 1975' a punchcard-based accession list of Sensitive Compartmented Information 
(SCI) was started to provide some access to this materiel before documents w~re available 
through the CIRC system and to provide access to other documentation that. cannot be put 
into CIRC. 
In May 1975 the library card-catalog was automated with computer printed lndexesby key 
word, author, facility, report, and accession number. 
At the end o[FY 75 the Library established on-line access through~~;"me;'Ciarsernce~i.o-' 
data bases such as Chemical Abstracts, Physics Abstracts, Engineering Index, Science 
Citation Index, and the files of the National Technical Information Service. This greatly 
improved our sources of free-world scientific and technical data and supplemented data 
available throuchCIRC. 
In FY 75 the fSTC Army field printing plant was finally est~blished. Th~ made possible a 
considerable increase in printing production and a dramatic reduction in. the length of the 
publishing cycle from the author's draft manuscript to finished puplication.· . 
Personnel strength remained fairly constant. during this period. Four officer sp,\ces were 
withdrawn as part of the Army's 16 division build-up. A manpower survey wascon(:\ucted .in. 
June 1975 and .the authorized strength was a,gain verified, 
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CHAPTER VlII - FY 1976, FY 197T and FY 1977 
Successful accomplishment . of production goals continued to be achieved. A new 
commander w:;.s appointed. A new tasking concept was introduced. A new FSTC computer 
simulation of radar impacted on Army, Navy,and Air Force R&D. Stringent average grade 
goals were established. FSTC reorganized. 
Scheduled production goals during this periodcolltinued to range at 99% completion. 
During FY 76. 227 scheduled products were published and 276 were published during 
FY 7T and FY 77. Unscheduled products, direct support· tasks, and quick reaction 
production ranged from 2738 to 3106 in FY7T and FY 77. Scientific and Technical 
Intelligence briefings increased from an all-time low of 27 5 in FY75 to 673 in FY 76 and 
477 inFY 7T and FY 77. Visitors, including many general or flag rank officers, dropped 
from 508 in FY 75 to 288 in FY 76 and then increased to 922 in FY 7T and FY 77. . 
On 16 July 1976 colonel Claire Reeder replaced Colonel Robert Dyer as the Commander. 
During FY 76 a new tasking concept, generic study, wasil1troduced. This concept requires 
projections fora 20-year life cycle of equIpmel1t or systems, as· 6pposedto the former 
requirement of only ten years. Because this new concept requires mCore in-depth analytical 
expertise and resources, Colonel Reeder requested that Headquarters, DARCOM conduct a 
manpower survey to assist in identifying additional manpower requirements. This survey 
was conducted in April 1977, and the requirement for a,n additional 57 civilians was 
established. Thisfmding Was forwarded to the Departmerrtofthe Army, but could not be 
honored due to acuthackin the General Deferise liltelligenceProgram resources (GDIP). 
During thel'eriod a coihputer .model of radar systems, developed at FSTC to aid 
vulnerability analysis of foreign equipment, produced results not available by other means. 
The impact. of this model oj). Army, Navy, aI1d Air Force research and deveiopmeJ).t 
programs ran into the hundreds of millions of dollars. . 
In FY 77 FSTC agreed not toeJCceed al1 on-board averagegradeof9.13 while maintaining a 
TDA average grade of 9.35. This action created some pi'oble l1ls, particularly with the FSTC 
promotion program. In addition .to the average grade limitation, a goal was set to limit to 86 
the number of positi6ns at GS-13and~bove iI1 FSTC arid the two oversea teams under the 
operational control of FSTC. To achieve. the average grade and high-grade goals and to 
realign resources toward the J).ew generic threat tasking, a reorganization was undertaken. 
Because most bf t1iereorganizati6tl affewod.the IntelJigerice Production Directorate, in 
June 1977 the six division chiefs assembled at the FederaI Executive Institute, located in 
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Charlottesville, VA, and devised the. reorganization with which FSTC concluded FY.77 (see 
.appendix A). As the result of this reorganization onG GS-1S and three GS-14 positi<oi,s »,ere 
converted to lower grades. In addition, the existing six production divisions were· dissolved 
and were reconstituted into five new divisions shown in figure 9, appendix A .. This 
reorganization provided not only for the reduction of senior-level positions and the average 
grade restrictions, but also permitted a more efficient and cohesive realignment of functions 
to obtain the maximum utilization of available resour,es. On the support side of the house, 
the former Foreign Activities Division was redesignated the Special Requirements Division 
.and all FSTC elements dealing with human, signal, and photographic intelligence were 
combined in this single organization;t/ entity. As a result, intelligence information reaching. 
FSTC should improve. 
In June 1976 Headquarters, DARCOM transferred the Foreign Materiel Program (FMP) to 
FSTC and provided one officer .and tWO civilian spaces to support this function. Initially this 
element was placed with the command group, but experience indicated that, in. the interest 
of economy and. efficiency, the Foreign Materiel PrografIl.officer should be located directly 
in the Technical Services Directorate .. The Foreign Materiel Branch, Foreign .Activities· 
Division, was converted. to the .Foreign Materiel Program office under the operational. 
control. of the FMPofficer, who. establishes policy and provides guidance .. This move was 
effective 14 February 1977. ... . . 
At the start .of this period FSTC begiUl to investigate word prqcessing, a concept of 
centralized typing and final-copy weparation with advanced electronic eqUipment. This is 
designed to save time and in~r~ase ~fficiency in preparing drafts and final copy of scientific 
and technical intelligence st~dies. The National Archives~nd Reyords Service conducted a 
detailed feasibility study in FebruaryandMarch 1976, and again in July 1977. FSTC 
received the A~jutant Ge~eral's approval and began testing egtiipfIlent in September 1977, 
to continue through March 1978. ... .. 
A full-time Equal Emplc>ymentOpportunity Office (BEO) was established repc>rting directly. 
to the Comm~nder. A full-time BEO.o was hired and three EEOcounselo,swer~sdected 
from the FSTC work.force ort an ;dditian~l-d~ty basis. TheEEo COfIlfIlittee developed a 
charter irl the fall of 1976, and the first Federal Women's pay was held in January~977. 
In February 1976, asecure CW:C termin~ was added toexpand the library's on-line 
services. Access to commerciallyav'lilabb open,literat~redata banks wa~expande4<lfld a. 
high speed CRT termin;t/,printerwasin~taVed.on the unclassified CIRC spterr;.·· ... 
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In May 1976, with the addition of the Data 360 data entry software on the compute" the 
Acquisition and Processing Branch began to enter all CIRC data by computer terminal, a 
command objective forFY 76. Data tapes produced from that time were on computer tapes 
rather than MTST. FSTC was the first CIRC contributor to change from MTST tape to 
computer tape entry for the CIRC system. 
In December 1976, the Library automated card catalog was produced on computer output 
microfiche (roM), with access through a microfiche retrieval unit. A video tape player was 
added to the library, along wi th access to several collection programs providing video tapes. 
As FY 77 ended, a DIAOLS on-line secure' terminal was added to the ever-growing list of 
on-line retrieval services. 
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APPENDIXA. 
HISTORY OF FSTC TABLE OF DISTRIBUTION AND ALLOWANCES CHANGES 
This appendix provides background information on TDA changes made by FSTC since the 
Center was activated o~ 1 August 1962. The .original TDA and organization charts for each 
organizational change are included as att;chments along with a chart·(ftg 10) reflecting TDA 
strengths of each TDA processed through DARCOM (AMC). Although some of the reasons 
for TDA changes were not documented, they are due primarily to changes in emphasis on 
tasking which required .the transfer of personnel, redesignation of divisions and branches, 
and reorganization of TDA elements. Of. the 2JTDAs pre'pared through 
28 September 1977, fluctuating in strengths from a low of 417 to a high of 550 
requirements, four majorrebrganizations were presented,TDA.OO,TDA.03, TDA·0175, and 
TDA-0178. The following provides a brief narrative of each TDA propos;J made to 
DAROOM (AMC). 
. . . 
a. INITIAL ORGANIZATION IDA: At the time this.TDA (fIg 1) was being 
. developed, the resources that had beenpari of the technical sef\'i~eswere transferred to 'the 
Secretary Qf. the Army, effective 16 FebrUary 1962. The production of technic.I service 
intelligence was also transferred to the Secretary of the Armyv.:ho, in turn, assigned ACSI 
the responsibility for prQducing technical intelligence initially. ACSI was to organize the 
Foreign Science and Technology Center, using ACSI resources'¥'d thosed the.technical 
services th~t were currentlyprQquCing technical intelligence. When the newly foimed us 
Army MaterielCom1l'and was . "ble to assume the responsibility for producing technical 
intelligence,the funcrioll WQuld be transferred to this organization by ACSL During the 
period between February and 1 August 1962, cheTDA organization shown at ftgure 1 was 
developed,. and on 1 August 1962, FSTC was officiallyestilblished as a Class II activity 
under the US Army M;terielCommarid.The basic problem ,,~countered was that the 
personneLresour<;;~~ to be us,edfot the es~abUshment of FSTC were from the Technical 
Services, and as such,' ;verefor tjlemost part "hardware';.ori"nced. On the premise that the 
"growing pains"period everyn~worganizati<;>n undergoes .could be somewhat ;Jleviated by 
placingpersonnel.fto~·each te~hnic;J ~eCviGe into die same division, the organization shown 
at figure 1 w¥ adQpted.This prganization had ill division chiefsr~po~ting directly to the 
. Commander, and no staff, otherth,mthe Comptroller and Director of Programs, to assist. 
To man this ,new organization, former Tec.hnicalBranch, ACSI personnel provided the 
nucleus for theBasicS~iences,l\nd we~pol1" Sy*ms Offices, and the Missile and Space 
Division. The Signil .T~chni,cal )ntellig~!,cc Office 'wsQ[ln~I were pl~ced< in. the 
Communication and,~~~tronics Pivision;theChemic,;} Technical.' InteIiige~ce Office 
. , ,-" .".,,'" ". .", '-' .'" 
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',P,l'rsonnel were placed in the Atomic.Biological-Chemical Division; the Ordnance Technical, ' 
Intelligence Office personnel were placed in the Combat Materiel Division; and the 
Transport~tion Technical Intelligence Office personnel were placed in the General 
Equipment and Transport Division. The Comptroller and.Director of Programs Office and 
the Support Division were manned by personnel who had performed similar specialties with 
their previous activities. 
b. TDA-OO-EFFECTIVE DATE 31 DECEMBER 1966: Following the movement 
of FSTC from the Arlington Hall Station to the Munitions Building, Washington, DC in 
September 1963, it soon became apparent that the initial organization had many faults. 
Civilian Personnel service was being provided on apart-time basis and considerable delays' 
were being encountered in the recruitment process. The Security and' Administrative 
Services functions became too unwieldy for the Support Division Chief to monitor or 
control, so they were each established as separate offices on a provisional basis. The 
Collection .Requirements and Materiel Exploitation functions also had to be taken from the 
Support Division Chief's responsibility for the same reason. On the production side of the 
house, the lack of itn intermediary level between the division and the Commander was: also, 
creating a problem. Despite the establishment of a Program Budget Advisory Committee,' 
there was no level above division that could approve thepubli~ation of studies except the 
Commander. Another noted omission was the lack of a dearly ·defined element to handk'-
automatic data processing. In 1965 USAMC took in active interest in assisting FSTC to 
develop a: fDA that would be mission. oriented. During 1965 FSTC was directed toprepate 
a TDA. This task Was undertaken by the newlyhired sCientific a:dvisor and the Adjutant. ' 
There was no single' individual or TDA elem~r;t 'charged with this task at that time; , 
Following considerable discussion and coordination' between FSTCand USAMC, the 
TDA-OO shown ,at figure 2 was submitted for approvaL This organization provided a staHfot' 
the Commander consisting ofa Civilian Personnel Qffice, a'Securlty Office, a plans and 
Operations Office, an Administrative Services Office:~ and the Office of the Comptrol!e'r. of 
these staff qffices, only the Civilian. Personnel alld the Plans and Operations Offices had to 
be establish'ed:The Security and Administrative ServicesiOffices had already been 
functioning as separate entities, as had thecomptrolfer.' Ontheproduction side ~fthe 
house, two separate directorates were established, a Science Directorate and a Technology 
Directorat,. TheS.cience Directorat'e consistedof the Basic Sciences Office and the Weapon 
Systems Division. The Basic Sciences Office' remained a small element while the forrtIer 
Weapon Systems Office' was changed to a division with s'even separate branches. None of 
these branches had In0re than six individuals assigiled. The Technology Directorate 
consisted of the Atomic-Biological'Cherhicill Communication and Elktronics, Combat 
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Materiel, and GeneralEquipment and Transport Divisions. The support side of the Center 
:had the newly formed Support Directorate with the Collection Requirements, Research and 
Documentation, and Systems Research Divisions. The Collection Requirements Division had 
:already been functioning as a separate· element on an experimental basis, so with some 
· personnel augmentation, it was operational. The former Support Division was renamed the 
Research and Documentation Division. For the most part, sufficient personnel were 
available to handle the information services and production suppott functions assigned to 
this division: The third division assignedtoth~ Support Dinictorate was newly formed to 
provide the automatic data processing function for the Center, a function that had been 
overlooked when FSTC was fIrst established. This TDA-OO was approved by AMC in 
June 1967 with an effective date of 31 December 1966. 
c. TDA-01-EFFECfIVE DATE. 30 JUNE 1968: (fIg 3) During 1967 and early 
1968 it was determined that the names of the directorates were somewhat misleading and 
that the Atomic.Biological.Chemical Division should· be under. the directorate responsible 
for science. The. directorates names were. changed from the Science to the Science and 
· Technology Dire.ctorate and from the Technology to the Systems and Materiel Directorate. 
In the Genetal Equipment and Transport Division, several br;mches were reorganized to 
provide personnel for the newly formed Aviation Branch .andall branches were renamed to 
more accurately reflect functions· being· performed. The Aviation Branch was assigned the 
responsibility for helicopters, which was transferred from the Air Force to the Army in 
June 1967. This branch was formed entir.ely from resources within the division. On the 
Support side, the Photo Interpretation Branch was moved from the Weapon Systems 
Division to the Collection Requirements Division. The Research and Documentation 
Division renamed two sections in the Research and Data Branch and the former Pictorial 
: Branch became the Technical Graphics Branch. Two sections in the Publications Branch 
were formed, one dealing with the editorial function and the other with the copy 
preparation function. . 
d. 'ITiA-02-EFFECfIVE DATE 30 JUNE 1969: No organizational changes were 
made tothisTDA. 
· e. TDA·03-EPFECfIVE DATE 4 SEPTEMBER 1971: The development of this 
TDA was preceded by the submission of a concept plan to AMC which had many changes 
from TDA'02. Spme of the proposals contained in the concept plan were: 
(1)·. Place all six production dlvisionsunder .()ne directorate rathet than two. 
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(2)Form three. branches in. the Sciences Division, which had previously been a 
vertical organization. 
(3) Rename the Atomic-Biological-Chemical Division to the Technology 
Division; change the name of the Atomic Branch to the Explosives Technology Branch to 
more accurately reflect the expanded mission of the. branch, which would include 
Explosives Ordnance Disposal and Mine Warfare; ~dd Warfare to the Biological and Chemical 
Branches. 
(4) Change the tide of the former Weapon Systems Division to the Special 
Requirements Division and form t'1ree branches out of the six in TDA-02; branches were 
named the Special Projects,Command and Control, and Current Intelligence Branches. 
(5). Form a,newbranch in the Communications and. Electronics 'Division to be 
called the ELINTBranch utilizing resources from wit.hin the division. 
(6) Change the title of the Combat Materiel Division to the Combat Systems 
Division and redesignate the branches the Artillery Systems; Infantry Systems, and Armor 
Systems Branches; add the Aviation Systems Branch, which would be transferred from the 
. General Equipment and Transport Division. . 
(7) The General Equipment and Transport Division proposal was to transfer the 
futlctions and resources of the former Chemistry and Materiels Branch to the expanded 
Sciences Division; transfer the, .former Aviation Branch .to th~. Combat Systems Division; 
form an j3ngilleer.Branchfrom internal resources. . 
(8)1'he former Research and Documentation Branch p'roposed separating into 
two separate divisions to be called rhe in [ormation Services and the Production Support 
Divisions. The Information Services Division would assume the functions of the former 
Research and j)~ta Branch and establish three branches to be called the Acquisition and 
Processing, Foreign Language Research, "nd Library Services Branches. The Production 
Support Division would ta,ke over the functi9ns of the Publications and Technical Graphics 
Branches. The for,merTechnical Editi>lg and Editorial Publications sections were dropped as 
.IDA paragraphs.' . . . 
(9) The. Systems R""" arch DivisiC\tl .and Systems Analysis Branch were 
redeSignated the Computer'Systcn-" [,his:",\ and the Analysis and Programming Br;lnch. 
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The many problems encountered with this concept plan created a delay of over 7 months 
between the time of submission and the receipt of AMC approval. Some of the problems 
were AMC's reluctance ·toaccept some proposed organizational changes; such .asthe three 
branch concept proposed for the Sciences Division, the reorganization of the Weapon 
Systems Division, the establishment of an ELINT Branch, the continuation of the Liaison 
Office at Wright Patterson Air Force Base, and the reestablishment of the Special 
Intelligence Branch. In addition', the FSTC proposed that all supervisors in the Combat 
Systems Division be converted from dvilian to military. This was not approved by AMC. 
After further discussion, coordination, and concessions, the organization shown at figure 4 
was approved by AMC in April 1971 and finally approved by the Department of the Army, 
in August 1971, with an effective date of 4 September 1971. 
f. TDA·04-EFFECTIVE DATE 4 JUNE 1972: This TDA was submitted to AMC 
in the latier part of 1971. The principal changes were the establishment of a Flight 
Operations Office under the Support Directorate; the reestablishment of a Special 
. Intelligence~ranch in the Information Services Division; and the conversion of the 
Scientific and Technical Inforni.ation Team-CONUS from a separate TDA unit to a new 
diviJ;ion in the FSTC TDA. 
g. TDA-05~EFFECTivE DATE 17 AUGUST 1972: TDA-05 was submitted to 
AMCPT on 23June 1972, No organizational changes were proposed in this submission. 
h. TDA-06~EFFECTIVE DATE 30 OCTOBER 1972:TDA-06 had no 
organizational changes. 
i. TDA-07-EFFECTIVE DATE 30 APRIL 1973: TDA-07 had no organizational 
changes. 
]- TDA-08-EFF'ECTIVE DATE 30 MAY 1973: No organizational changes were 
proposed for this TDA. 
k. TDA-09~EFFECTIVE DATE 1 JULY 1973: This TDA change was made at 
AMC He.a.dquarters primarily to drop the three telephone operators froni. the FSTC TDA, 
. thereby reducing the dvilian strength to 450. 
I. 1DA 'M10174-EFFECTIVE DATE 15 SEPTEMBER 1973: No organizational 
changes were made, but the findings of the June 1973 manpower survey were incorporated 
into this TDA.. Strengths were adjusted to 29 officers, 2 Warrant Officers, .13 enlisted, and 
454 civilians. 
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m. TDAMl0274-EFFECTIVEDATE'15 JUNE 1974: No organizational changes' 
were made and strengths remainedthesame~ TDAM10174. This TDA reduced the averag,e 
grade from 9.67 to 9.42, the first step in reaching a Center average grade of 9.20 imposed by 
AMC. 
n. TDA MI0175-EFFECTIVE DATE 15 DECEMBER 1974: (fig 6) This TDA was 
submitted for approval on 28 February 1974. and final DA approval was received in 
August 1974. Several organizational changes were made, but more importan.t. was the 
roll-back of the average grade from 9.42 to 9.20., a move that required downgrading many 
positions, including hard to recruit scientists and .engineers, Organizational changes were: 
(1) Eliminating the Materiels.Branch, Sciel1ces Division; transferring the spaces 
to the renamed Resourcesan:d Application Branch; renaming the Research Branch,Sciences 
Division, to the Researchin.d Concepts Branch. 
(2) Renaming the Technology . Division. to the Chemical-Biological,Eicplosives 
Division, to eliminate some confusion that had been associated with the t.erm Technology. 
(3) . Redesignating the Special'RequirementsDivision as the Military.Capahilities 
Division and its hranches, the SpecialProjects)3ranch as.the Technical Thr¢ats Branch, 
Command and Control Branch as the Control and. Readiness Branch, and the Curr~nt 
Intelligence Branch as the Foreign Concepts Branche. 
(4) The Combat Systems Division was renamed the Weapon Systems Division. 
(S) ,The Collection Requirements Division was renamed the ForeignActivities 
Division; the foriner Collection Liaison and Materiel Exploitation Branches were dropped 
and three new. branches,.the Foreign [nformation,Foreign Materiel, .andSpecialj\crivities 
Branches were established. 
(6) Anew branch, thePrinting.Branch, was ,formed under. the Prod\lction 
Support :Division, :utilizing ;sixspacesfrol)1 .. the Public.arions Branch,,,twp [r'omthe ," 
Comptroller, one from the Chemical Warfare Branch, and one from the Accjuisitiona,nd 
P,,;)cessing Branch. This new branch was authorized to function as an Army Field Printing . 
Plant. 
,',' 
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(7) In the Computer Systems Division, the Analysis and Programming and 
. Machine Operations Branches were dropped. The Information Systems, Modeling' and 
Simulation, and Techniques Branches were established utilizing the 31 spaces in the division. 
o. IDA M10275~EFFECTIVE DATE 15 JUNE 1975: (fig 7) Organizationally, the 
Chemical and Biological Warfare Branches were combined into one branch, the 
Chemical-Biological Warfare Branch. The EUNT Branch was moved from the 
Communications and Electronics Division to the Foreign Activities Division. 
p. TDA M10176-EFFECfIVE DATE SEPTEMBER 1975: This TDA was 
submitted in April 1975 and approved in September 1975. There were no changes in 
organization or strength proposed. 
q. TDA MI0276-EFFECfIVE DATE NOVEMBER 1975: This TDA reflected a 
reduction of 1 civilian space' caused by the transfer of the space to the new DA 
MILPERSCEN.No changes in the organization were proposed. 
r. IDA M1017T'-EFFECflVE DATE JULY 1976: This TDA was .submitted to 
pick up the HQ DARCOM Support Office transferred fromHQ DARCOM to FSTC. This 
office was manned by one officer and two civilians, all R&D .spaces.The .civilian strength 
dropped again based on an erroneous conversion of seven US spaces to foreign national 
spaces. Three officer spaces were also withdrawn as part orthe Army 16 division buildup. 
s. TDA M1027T-EFFECTIVEDATE AUGUST 1976: This TDA was a vehicle to 
adjust the. enlisted strength from 13 to 17. The additional 4 enlisted spaces were added to 
.offset the loss of four officer spaces iii TDA 017T. No other changes were inadein. 
organization or strength. 
t. IDA M10177-EFFECTIVE DATE OCTOBER 1976: ThisTDAwas :submitted 
to pick up the' seven civilian spaces that had been reconverted to US spaces in' the FY 77 
Program .BudgetGuidance. No changes to the Ol~ganization were proposed. 
u. IDA M10277-EFFECTIVE DATE 30 OECEMBER1976: This TDAdeleted the' 
HQ DARCOM Support Office and established the Foreign Materiel Program Office under 
the Office of the Commander; An Equal Opportunity Office was also established unde.r the 
Office of the C~mmander and the civilian strength increased to 456, a gain of 14 spaces over 
the previous IDA. No other organizational changes were made. 
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v. TDAXI0178-SUBMISSION DATE,28 SEPTEMBER 1977.: Thi$TDA prepesed 
a majer reerganizactien caused by a requirement to reduce the numberofGS-13'sand abeve 
to. 86 and to drop the TDA average grade to 9.35. 1n addition a tasking requireinent to 
produce a series 'ef generic threat studies projecting. out to 20 years required the 
consolidation of some functions and the establishment of new functional areas. To. meet 
these requirements the Intelligence .Production Directorate was completely reorganized. 
Personnel were transferred to divisions that had been assigned their functienal area ef 
responsibility to. eliminate any possible duplicatien ef effert. In the staff area a new effice, 
the Logistics Office, was fermed utilizing the supply and transpertation reseurces that had 
been assigned to the Administrative Services Office. The current intelligence function, 
formerly assigned to the Foreign Cencepts Branch, Military Capabilities Divisien, was 
transferred to the Office ef the Intelligence production Direct.orate. Within this Directorate 
all divisiens except the Sciences Division were renamed. In the course ef the reorganization 
the Military Capabilities Division and its three branches were dropped, which alIewed ene 
GS-15 and three GS-14's to be converted to. lewer grades. The Sciences Divisien has three 
branches, the Nuclear and Physical Science, Scientific and Technical Estimates, and the 
Advanced Electro.iricsBranches; the Military Technelogies Divisien.has three branches, the 
Applied Technelogies, the Seldier Support, and the Chemical Warfare and Life Sciences, 
. Branch;... the :;former Communication·£lectronics Division was renamed the Electrenic 
'Systems Division with the Electronic Warfare, the Radar, and the C4 Branches; the.Weapon 
Systems Divisien was renamed the Combat Arms Divisien with the At;tillery, Infantry, and 
Armer Branches; the former General Equipment and Transport Division was r,enamed the 
Battlefield Systems,. Division with the Mebility, Engineer, and Aviatien Branch,es. The 
Intelligence Support Directorate was redesignated the Techirical Services Directorate and the 
Foreign ,Materiel Program' Office was transferred from the Office ef the Cemmander to this 
directerate. This effice is augmented by the former Foreign Materiel Branch ef theformer , 
Foreign Activities Division. The former Foreign Activities Divisien was redesignated the 
Cellection Req,uirements Division. The fermer Foreign Information and the Special 
Collection Branches were combined into. a new branch called~he ,Cellectien Requirements 
Branch. The Imagery Branch was transferred frem the.I I1 formation Services Branch and 
redesignated the Imagery Analysis BraJlch and the ELINT Branch remained in place. There 
was no change .• to. the Informatien Services Branch ether than transferringthe Imagery , 
Branch .tethenewSpeciai Requirements Divisien. In the Cemputer Systems Division the '. 
three br;mches were redesignated the Reseurces Planning, Appliqtion Development, and the 
Production. Bxan~hes. rhis rDA was submitted with a strength ef ,22 9fficers,.15 enlis,ted, 
and 456 civilian spaces. Program Budget Guidance receivedaftexthis TDA submissiencalleq. 
for a reductien of 9 enlisted and 35 civilians from this total in FY 78. 
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Figure 2. USAFSTC organization chart - IDA MIWOKF AA-OO. 31 December 1966. 
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Figure 3. USAFSTC organization charts.- TDA MIWOKPAA'()1 & 02 -
30 June 1968 & 30 June 1969 . 
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Figure 4. USAFSTC organiz!ltion ~hatt - TDA-03 -15 May 1971. 
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Figure 5,US~FSTGorganizationchart - MTDAMIWOKPAA.{)4 through TDA MI0175, 
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Figure 7. USAFSTC organization chart -IDA WOKPAA - CCNUM 017T through 0177 . 
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Figure 8, USAFSTC organization cha;t - TDA WOKPAA - CCNUM 0277, 
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Figure 9, USAFSTC organization chart ~ TDA WOKPAA,CCNUM Xl0178, 
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APPENDIX A. (Continued) 
FSTC Authorized Strengths Since Activation 
DATE· 
1 Aug 62 
31 Jul66 
30 Jun 68 
30 Jun 69 
4 Sep71 
4 Jun72 
30Jan 73 
30 May 73 
28 Feb 74 
30 Jun 75 
.lJu176 
.1 Aug 76 
. 15 Sep 76. 
30 Dec 76 
,. 2aSep 77 
1 Oct 77 . 
OFF 
83 
65 
49 
41 
35 
30 
30 
30 
31 
28· 
25 
.25 
25 
22 
22 
22 
ENL 
54 
5 
11 
11 
10 
12 
17 
17 
13 
13 
13 
17·' 
17 
13 
15 
a 
: : 
elV 
363 
331' 
366 
365 
437 
432 
466 
453 
454 
451 
449 
• 436 
443 
; 456 
. 45.6 
421 
TOTAL 
500 
401 
426 
417 
482 
474 
513 
500 
498 
492 . 
487 
478 
. 
485 
491 
493 
451 
. NOTE: The above strengths d~~ot includetwboversea teams, . 
exsept.in th¢,fAug 62 strengths. 
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APPENDIX B. 
CONCEPTS OF OPERATIONS (RELATIONSHIPS) 
WITl-iIN DEPARTMENT OF D.EFENSE 
a. The Defense Intelligente Agency (DIA) is responsible for the overall management 
and review of all phases of the scientific and technical intelligence (s&1'I) production cycle 
throughout the Department of Defense (DOD). DIA is specifically charged with review and 
supervision of the S&TI programs, projects, and activities of all DOD components and is 
authorized free and unrestricted access to all elements of the DOD intelligence community. 
b. The Foreign Technology Division, United States Air'Force Systems Command, 
and the US Naval Intelligence Support Center, US Naval.Intelligence Command, and their 
respective subordinate units are sister SacTI production activities and, therefore, may 
directly task FSTC and its subordinate units for support, within the limits of capabilities 
and resources. 
c. Unified and Specified Commands requesting S!l<TI information in support of valid 
requirements may request direct support from the FSTC 'subordinate units located within 
their area of responsibility. Thes~ FSTC subordinate units have operational suppc;rt and 
host-tenant agreements within the appropriate Army component of the Uilified and. 
Specified Command. Formal S&TI production requirements are processed in accordance 
with DIAM 75-1. 
d. All Army Commands and the Department of the Army staff, with the exception 
of US Army MaterielI?eve!opment and Readiness Command and the Medical Information 
Intelligence Agenc)r"'(MttA) under the Office of theSurgeo,n General, may receive S&TI 
support from FSTCthrough the Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence (ACSI), Department 
of the Army. MIlA, a sister S&TI production activity, may directly task FS1'C.ACSI, DA 
exercises general staff supervision over all Army intelligence activities.' 
OUTSIDE DOD 
Departments, agencies, and other government entities may obtain assistance in the S!l<TI 
areas upon.proper request for such information through DIA. Foreign governments may also 
receive S&TI support by submitting a request to DIA. 
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APPENDIX B. (Continued) 
WITHIN US ARMY MATERIEL DEVELOPMENT AND READINESS COMMAND 
· a. The Director of the. Development and Engineering Directorate, Headquarters 
DAR COM, directs' and controls DAR COM foreign intelligence operations using the 
Associate Director for Foreign .Science and Technology of the directorate as his executive 
agent. The. Dire,ctor exercises operating control over FSTC. 
b. The Missile Intelligence Agency (MIA), US Army Missile Rese;;tch and 
Development Command, has a dual. working relationship with FSTC wh~rebyit may 
directly task FSTC for S&TI support: . 
• 'As a DARCOM directstipport customer. 
• As a sister S&TI production activity. 
" ,-,,' 
c .• The Commal1der/Director,':FSTC, acting for the DirectorofDeyelopment and 
Engineering Directorate, directs the developm~nt and manages the FSTC portion of the 
OARCOM Foreignlntelligencel'rogram by: 
• Developing, justifying, and submitting the FSTC portion of the ' 
.. DARCOM Foreign Intelligence Program and Budget and co~tributi'ons" . 
to the Gen~r.al Defens" Intelligence Program (GOIP). . 
• '.' I~plementing~ssignedportions of approved programs. 
.i'4a:naging the us Army Foreign Materiel Exploitation' Program for., 
"DARCOM. 
• Managing the oversea S&TI reso!)rces utilized to gather data and 
information in support of the Army spheres of int'erest. 
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APPENDlXC. 
TASKING PROCEDURES 
All taskiJ1g originates from the consumer and, exceptEor Quick Reaction tasks (responses 
required in less than 10 days), is validated by DARCOM HQS (DRCDE-F), ACSI; DA, or 
DIA. Requirements, are submitted on DD Form 1497, intelligence production requirement 
(IPR), to DAROOM (DRCD£..F) or ACSI, DA. DARCOM IPR's are submitted to DIA·FIR 
, (ACSI,'DA),whom turn forwards theIPR's' to DlA. Both DARCOM and ACSl, DA can 
levy the requirement directly on the 'production agency without referring it to DIA, 
providing less than' 500manhoutsarerequired to ,complete the tequirement. These are 
called direct support tasks. [hhe requirement is validated by DlA, they prepare a tasking 
worksheet (DtA Form 424) and return it through command channels to the production 
agency. The total production 'resulting from DIA requirements levied by means oE the DIA 
Form 424 and other types of production requirements is attached to this appendix. 
Quick reaction tasking may be received directly from a government agency or it may be 
directed to any of the military headquarters and routed to FSTC from those headquarters. 
Responses to quick r,eactionrequirements are normally returned directly to the requestor, 
with information ,copies of the transmittal letters to ACSI, DA or DARCOM, DRCDE-F. 
FSTC has a direct link, the DAROOM Foreign Intelligence Offices, located with DARCOM 
major commands, lab()ratories, ,etc., for the exchange of information. Tasking normally is 
forwarded through DARCOM,DRCD£..F with the responses returned directly to the FlO. 
DIA tasks levied by the DIA Form' 424 are formally scheduled by DlA for annual 
production based on the consumer stated needs for the intelligence. Intelligence studies, 
trend studies, handbooks, materiel catalogs, and special.purpose studies are produced in 
accordance with th,hri'rnual production schedule. Drafts of these products are reviewed and 
approved by orA or, in a few instances, by ACSI, DA., Distribution lists for these products 
are based on statements of intelligence interest (SIl) maintained by DlA, ACSI and FSTC 
for military units throughout the world . 
FSTC is the us Army manager of the Foreign Materiel Exploitation Program. In addition to 
supervising the operations of the two oversea, collection teams, FSTC coo'rdinates all 
exploitation anel supervises the reporting of exploited foreign materiels and equipment 
obtained. Foreign Materiel Exploitation Reports are disseminated according to DlA 
distribution lists. ' 
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APPENDIX C. (Continued) 
Foreign translation services are provided based on requests received directly from 
consumers.On an average, almost 1800 .documents.are translated eachyear. Translations are 
normally returned directly to the requestor with a limited additional distribution based on 
known interest. 
Supporting inputs to other scientific and technicalinteUigence producing agencies are 
identified in the DlA Form424 tasking documents. Specific suppor.ting requirements for 
each product are levied directly on the supporting age.ncy by the. primary producer by letter. 
FSTC levies support requirements directly on .other governmental S&TI agencies and on 
governmental reference libraries and research institutions. The response is normaUy direct. 
Collection requirements are forwarded to Dr1\.. for validation and levy on th.e appropriate 
coUectian agency. . 
, ,:'" 
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DIA Tasking Completed 
. 
Scheduled Tasks 
(Primary) 
(Support) 
Scheduled Products 
(Primary) 
(Support) 
Hardcover Studies 
Unscheduled Products 
Foreign Materiel Exploitation 
Reports. 
Translations _ Fgn S&T 
Quick Reaction Tasks 
DA Tasking Completed 
Direct Support 
Quic kReaction Tasks 
Collection Actions (All Tasks) 
Briefings 
Visitors to FSTC 
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PRODUCTION STATISTICS 
FY 1971 -1977 
FY71 FY72 FY73 ·FY74 
139 173 140 133 
;(103) (125) (93) (95) 
(36) (48) (47) (38) 
204 297 310 213 
(148) (265 ) {233) (174 ) 
(56 ) (32) (77) (39) 
90 121 73 89 
755 670 700 282 
102 84 72 79 
574 1030 1689 2504 
607 725 952 877 
FY 71 FY72 FY73 FY74 
368 239 86 101 
804 1127 1180 1777 
1177 1260 1259 831 
443 447 480 950 
200 190 180 360 
.. ::.~ 
"'. '/- .';' 
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FY75 FY76 
138 118 
(93) (78) 
(45 ) ( 40) 
255 227 
(205) (183) 
(50) (44) 
98 83 
454 397 
98 149 
2196 2420 
691 477 
FY 75 FY 76 
110 107 
1638 1757 
812 811 
275 673 
508 288 
FY77 
132 
I (93) 
(39) 
276 
(234) 
(42) 
110 
317 
221 
2146 
631 
FY77 
87 
2071 
1672 
477 
922 
AVG 
139 
(97 ) 
( 42) 
255 
(206) 
( 49) 
95 
511 
115 
1794 
709 
AVG 
157 
1479 
1117 
535 
378 
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APPENDIX D. 
DARCOM Regulation 10.5, "The US Army Foreign 
Science and Technology Center 
*DARCOM_R 10-5 
DePARTMENr OF· THE ARM'( 
HEADqUARTERS US ARM'( KATERIEL DEVELOPMENT AND READINESS GOMMAND 
5001 Eisenhower Ave, Alexand~ia, VA 22333 
DARGOM REGULATION 
No. 10-5 
13 July 1976 
us ARMY FOREIGN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGy CENTER 
Paragraph 
Put::pose •••••••• ' •.••••••.•• , ••••• ,. ••••• , •••••••••••• _..... ••• ••••••••• 1-
Mission .............................. ' ............... ' ..... '.......................................... 2 
Major. '-functions .' ••• ~'- ••••• " •••• "."'.'.' •••• "": •• '.,." •••••• ' •• " •••• -." 3 
Relation.ships ......................... 0 .......... ," ........ _............................ 4 
l. 
the 
,Pur,p.Qse. _This ,regl,ll-ati,on :p~es,~:r:.~be~ '~h~ .. 8':~ss.ion anq -' ma;J or 
US Army For:eign ~cience and Technology c.~nter (AFSTC). : 
functions of 
2. Mission. To provi!ie all-source, worldwide f~reign intelligence in assigned 
areas"-"to meet, tl;te requirement's of,DARCQM el'ements. To maintain- and .operate 
specialized 'cotlection activit-ie's;, an~ coll~ct: foreign scientific and technical 
intetligerice,,;'i-n~,response to val~dated-'req,u1:rem.ent:s. To develop, maintain. and 
di'sseminate foreign scientific> and" techni-cal int.elligence- .concerning -sciences, 
technologi_es, "and-ground £or,~es 'ma~'eri~l {9ther than stirfa_ce.~o-surface, 
,'surface .. tP-air,~ and a:o,ti,balli;;tic, miss:ile_' sys.:tem.s} .in :re,sponse to v~lidated 
prod:u~ti,on reqttirement,~,. To direct. and, c,ontr'ol assigned acti~ities. 
3. Mai,'or fU,nC,cions., . The p~i~ci'pa'i" f.1.Ulctl'ori$,:of',AF.STC, as designat~d in 
DARGOl:f-~- 381 ~-e:d~s,_ .'or- delegated to the ·.Comm~'hdirtg Off-icer,' AFSTC, 'are:: 
a. DeveLops and maintains a technical profic'ien-cy"'for c.ontintdng 
scientific and technical ,i~telligence operations in the OIA..."1 75_11 
pl:'escribed tasks or task uni'ts assigned as- either a primary or a supporting 
resp.o'nsib--ility. 
1? .. ' Deve-l.ops, 'and ma,int~in.~ ,~:'-_data .. , ba~-e, '-:'of' __ ~~i,entific, and technical 
int~11igence, _ covering ~h05~, tasks or -task",units, assi,gned to Army (DARCOM) 
,as, either a_ primary ,or "Si.ipp,o,:t~ng ,rf1!.~pons.ibilii:y, arid "further assign~d to 
~S'l'C- as ,either' a ,pri.ni.ary o}:' suppor't_ing, 'responsibility_ ' 
. -rr~is" regulation' :supersedes "A,MCR 10-5 1'-' It. 'F_e~ruary 1972,; 
publication may be 
O'S4C" Wa~hington, 
obtained through the Defense Intelligence Agency, 
DC. 
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APPENDIX D. (Continued) 
DARCOM-R 10-5 
_ c· •. Exercises DARCOM-wide prog'ram m.a:nagement., wltllln estahlished guidance, 
of all in-house and external assistance efforts in those tasks or task units 
assigned as a primary responsibility. 
d. Develops and maiiltaihs technic-a! relations, through the appropriate 
foreign intelligence office, with those DARCOM elements assigned research, 
development ~ and enginee ring responsibilities. 
e. Prepares scientific and technical in-telligence studies, reports. 
findings, contributions (inputs) to other agency studies, and other projects 
that are validated by th~ D~fense Intelligence Agency (DIA) within available 
resources. Provides supporting material required by the US Army Missile 
Intellig~nce Agency (MIA), US Army Missile Command, in those tasks or task 
units assigned to that agency as primary responsibility, and to AFSTC as 
supporting responsibil,ity within, availab,le resources. 
,f. Provides representation required'in support of DARCOM; Assistant 
.Chief of Staff ,for 'Intelligence {ACSI), DA; and DLA,on jOfnt, national, and 
in,teniational scientific -and technical intelligence, commit tees, . boards, and 
groups re:l:ate'd to tho.se tasks or', task ':lld.t'S 'as,signed 'to AFSTC, as either 
a primary o.r suppo["ting 're.sponsibil:Lty . 
. g., Manages, -the DARCOM Foreign lliteriei P:ro'gr,am in accordance .with 
policy :and guidance provide<;l by Headquarters, DARCOM. Solicits ,and coordinates 
requi,rements for foreign. ma,te.riel acquisiti-on/exploitation -with applicable 
'. :,DARCOM· elemen,ts and athe'r. agencies/se~,vic.es;,as appropriate. Prep'a-res and 
·forwards 'yea'rly program s'ubtnission- to ,DRCDE-P.' Dl1r'ing yea,r· ,of, 'execution .. 
receives'-pro-gram'''funds froin' Headqu~lrters,., 'PARCOM-' and distributes: to the field 
as appro·priate. Prepares/coprdinate's' e'xploitation plans for ;appr~val. ' 
Supervises execution of the materiel exploitatioJ,1. Mainta'ins applicable 
man~gement, recqrds and pr.ov~des. rel"~:t'ed-_ status rep9r~ing' to --higher head-
quarters.' 'rnsu~es that explQitation reports s:ati's(y requirements' and are 
published- and prope,rly, dist'ributed~ 
h. Coordinates, operates, and' manages- qui,~k' :'re~ction' capability (QRC) 
,op'erations for OCONUS 'Foreign Materiel acquisitioh/exploitation'l in 
accordan:ee with higher headquarters guidance. Solicits requirements and 
est~blishes: w-o-rk priorit-ies and funding prog~,am.' Formulate's QRC plan and 
cO'ord,inates, a~: required, QRC T~am ~:~~f~,i~_g', with- ~ppi:opriate', DARCOM cemmands! 
aGt:f.vlties1 and' f'erwards fo'r approval by DARCO,M.,' -qbtains arid' supervises 
distribut'ion of _funds'. Establishes ,office of record for' ~11"do'cunientation 
,and pho,tography. Upon direction 'Of DARCOM t publishes OCONUS travel 'Orders 
'for DARCOM team members. Briefs and arranges .-for 'trave.l of personnel and 
support equipment and' extraction of foreign materiel as required. Provides 
contin~ency plans -fo,r fo,FS-TC/MIA Staff" augmen-tatio~ necessary'·.to. 'accomplish 
increa~ed workload caused by QRC missio.n . 
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APPENDIX D. (Continued) 
DARCOM-R 10-5 
1. Provides. support to Army intelligence collection efforts and 
coordinates 'the DARCOM pr'ogram for collection of .,foreign scientific and 
technical informat·ion. 
j. Provides for the training of personnel. ,and units as assigned. 
k. Determines an intelligence contractorts need to know concerning 
non-Army originated intelligence material and obtains release of the material 
for 'the c.ont_ractor. 
1. Receives, evaluates, and validates direct-support scientific and 
teclmical intel11gence requirements from DARCOM, DA, LOD, and other US 
Government elements. 
m. Provld,es required scientific and te'c;hnic.al intelligence direct 
support justified by. DARCOM' elements and othe·r intelligence consUmers. 
n. Approves distribution of scientific and technical intelligence 
documents for any tasks or task units for which AFSTC is assigned primary 
. res·ponsibility. 
o. Provides support for __ the accomplishment of the foreigll. intelligence-
mission of the Director, Development ,and Engineering, Headquarters, DARCOM. 
Support includes assisting in the development of in,teillgence ... pr.oduction 
requirements (IPR) for .the headquarters; aSSisting in the review and 
processing of IPRI S frcrn all other elements -of DARCOM; maintenance of the 
DARCOM-wide "ma:~te.r list" o'f assoct~ted- re,search and deVelopment projects/ 
t;:aaks an.d intellig'ertce' tasks; assisting in' the development of the 
He·adquarters, DARCOM, Statement of Intelligence Interest (SIl); receiving 
and processing qf SII's frOm all .otherelements of DARCOM for DARCOM; 
assisttng in the' de'velopment of Central Information' Reference and Control 
(CIRG) profiles foi::Headquarters., DARCOM; assisting in the accomplishment 
of the DARCOM-wide Intelligence Product Evaluat:1on Program. Resp.onding 
to' specific Headquarters, DARCOMJ requests for intelligence data, 'e.g., 
p_rocur.ing information, reseaJ;_,cbing" 'providing analysis, providing oral 
and written 'briefings, providing -documentation and CIRe sUPP9.rt; assisting 
in the development and processing of spe_cial intelligence clearances; 
assisting in the ~intenanCE; of a limited He,adquarters, DARCOM, intelligence 
data base (excluding document· receipt and contiol); assisting in the 
conduct of DARCOM's Foreign Intelligence Office (FlO) inspections. 
P4 Assists i~ .the ~ing of the Headquarters" DARCOM, Operations Center 
upon call. 
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APPENDIXD. (Continued) 
DARC.oM-RIO-S 
"4. Relationsh:t.ps. The D.1rector, .OeveiopU1en~ and Eri.gine~ rin.g,' Headq uarte ($, 
DARCOM •. will exercise ope rating cont rol ,ave r, AFSTC. 
(DRCPII-O) 
FOR THE COMMANDER: 
OFFICIAL: 
cene:ral . 
DIsTRIBUTION: . 
II and B 
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APPENDIX E. 
LISTING OF.FSTC RELATED ORDERS AND REGULATIONS 
1. GO 5, AMC. 26 July 1962. 
Placed the us Army Chemical Corps intelligence Agency 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
Ordnance Technical Intelligence Agency 
Signal Corps Intelligence Agency 
Transportation Intelligence Agency 
.. .. Quartermaster Intelligence Agency 
under the jurisdiction of CO, AMC. 
2. GO 10, Hqs. AMC.17 August 1962. 
Effective 1 August 1962. Organized FSTC from the above tech agencies and assigned it 
a new AMCTD. 
3. DAGO 57. 27 September 1962. 
Effective 1 August 1962. Official Department of the Army establishment of FSTC. 
4. AMC Regulation 10cS (periodically updated). 
Establishes organization, mission, and functions of FSTC. 
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FSTC CHARLOTTESVILLE LOCATION 
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